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4. Existing environment 
The Assessment Reports that accompany this AEE provide detailed descriptions of specific 
environmental features. The human, natural and physical aspects of the existing environment are 
described below.  

4.1 Human environment 

We have analysed land use and settlement patterns, current and consented activities and resource 
use to provide a picture of the human environment in the wider Project area. Figures 4-4 to 4-10 
illustrate a number of environmental and social constraints. 

4.1.1 Land use 

The majority of land within the Project area is rural land either in productive use or used for rural 
lifestyle living. Pastoral grazing is a dominant activity near Warkworth.  

 

Photo 4-1: Land use – exotic forestry 

Exotic plantation pine forestry is a significant land use in the Project area (Ahuroa north east of 
Pūhoi, Moirs Hill near Pohuehue and at The Crag around Hungry Creek north of Pūhoi), as shown 
in Photo 4-1. Smaller areas of hardwood forest, such as eucalyptus, are scattered along the 
indicative alignment.  

Genesis Aquaculture operates a fish farm located at the end of Perry Road. The farm has a number 
of ponds used for carp and goldfish rearing (refer to Photo 4-2). 
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Photo 4-2: Genesis Aquaculture fish farm 

A cluster of horticultural activities is located in the Mahurangi catchment beyond the designation 
boundary on the outskirts of Warkworth, including orchards and vineyards (Ransom Wines) and 
Southern Paprika Limited, which operates large scale greenhouses producing capsicums for the 
commercial market (mostly exported overseas).  

Other business activities and enterprises located outside the designation boundary, but within 
proximity to the Project, include the Honey Centre in Perry Road, which incorporates the Honey 
Café and the Honey Mead and Fruit Wine Shop, the Pūhoi Valley Cheese factory, a café and cheese 
store in Ahuroa Road, a car garage and workshop in Pūhoi, Hungry Creek Arts School on SH1, 
Sheepworld and the adjacent holiday park, and The Wooden Wheel toy shop. 

Figure 4-1 shows the key land use features in proximity to the Project, including some of the 
business activities listed above.  

4.1.2 Public walkways 

Public walkways within Pohuehue Reserve are accessed off the existing SH1. This reserve is 
managed by DOC. An existing easement through forestry land to the west of the reserve offers an 
extended walking track through to Moirs Hill Road, the exit point of which lies to the west of the 
proposed designation.  
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The Moirs Hill Walkway through Pohuehue Scenic Reserve is adjacent to the designation boundary 
north of Moirs Hill Road. There is an existing walkway provided for by easement across private 
land currently in forestry plantation heading toward Moirs Hill Road from the south west corner of 
Pohuehue Reserve. 
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Figure 4-1: Land use in the Project area 
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4.1.3 Settlements / communities 

Warkworth is the main area of settlement at the northern extent of the alignment Pūhoi is located 
at the southern end of the alignment. Refer to Figure 4-1 for the location of these two main 
settlements in relation to the proposed designation.  

(a) Pūhoi 

Pūhoi is a small, historic settlement located on the Pūhoi River just to the west of the existing SH1. 
The village has a population of around 200 residents with the population in the wider Pūhoi and 
Moirs Hill area approximately 1,100. The village retains an historic look and feel due to the 
presence of several historic buildings within an intimate valley setting absent of modern day 
development. 

Pūhoi is characterised by a combination of rural lifestyle settlements and rural industries, such as 
farming and forestry. Pūhoi provides very limited services to the surrounding rural area. A number 
of commercial and tourism-related activities exist within the village, including the Pūhoi Pub and 
Hotel, the Pūhoi General Store (shown in Photo 4-3), Pūhoi River Canoe Hire, Pūhoi Cottage Tea 
Rooms, and Pūhoi Valley Cheese. Pūhoi provides access for heavy vehicle traffic servicing the 
farming and forestry industries in the Pūhoi and Ahuroa valleys.  

 

Photo 4-3: Pūhoi Village General Store 

From a regional perspective, Pūhoi Village is not recognised as a future growth area (beyond that 
already allowed under the current zoning rules and the Pūhoi Heights Plan Change), as 
development opportunities have largely been realised (refer to Section 4.1.4 of this AEE). Pūhoi is 
identified as a rural and coastal village (un-serviced) in the Auckland Plan.52 

                                                
52  Auckland Council, 2012, Auckland Plan pp237 
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(b) Warkworth 

Warkworth is the largest urban area in the vicinity of the Project. It acts as a sub-regional retail 
and service centre for the surrounding rural areas and the eastern beach settlements. It provides a 
full range of retail, commercial and community facilities and services. The rural fringe at the 
perimeter of the town comprises a mixture of pasture and productive rural land combined with 
scattered urban and lifestyle subdivisions, industrial activities and recreational facilities. 

The existing SH1 passes through the town to the west of the commercial centre. The commercial 
core and residential areas are located to the east of the road corridor and the schools and 
additional residential areas to the west.  

Mahurangi College is located at the intersection of Woodcocks Road and SH1, along with The Early 
Childhood Learning Centre and Kowhai Kids Educare. Warkworth Primary School and the 
Warkworth Private Kindergarten are located on Hill Street. Summerset Falls Retirement Village is 
located on Mansel Drive, Warkworth. A small Catholic cemetery is located north of Warkworth on 
SH1 to the south of the proposed tie-in to the existing SH1. 

The commercial centre (shown in Photo 4-4) provides a range of retail, commercial, healthcare, 
community and other professional services. A new commercial centre off Woodcocks Road to the 
west of Mahurangi College and the existing industrial estate comprising ‘big box’ format land use is 
currently being developed. Industrial and trade activities are largely concentrated in the industrial 
area to the south of Woodcocks Road, at Hudson Road and to the north of the town. These 
activities are a key traffic generator of HCV traffic.  

 

Photo 4-4: Warkworth town centre 
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The spatial distribution of traffic-generating activities in Warkworth, in combination with the road 
network pattern, leads to congestion, and conflicts with SH1 at peak periods. As a result, 
Warkworth acts as a bottleneck for traffic travelling both north and south and is particularly 
congested at evening peaks, school closing times, weekends and holidays, as the volume of traffic 
driving to and from the town centre, as well as through traffic on SH1, increases. 

The McKinney Road Structure Plan incorporated into the ACDP indicates an area of planned growth 
in the vicinity of McKinney Road to the south of Warkworth town centre. The Plan provides for 
medium intensity urban development, a school, a cemetery and open space areas.  

Warkworth is identified as a Satellite Town in the Auckland Plan52 (refer to Section 2.3.2 above), 
for which substantial residential and economic growth is proposed. 

(c) Smaller residential settlements 

Several concentrations of rural residential enclaves are located in the vicinity of the Project, 
including: 

· Scattered rural and lifestyle dwellings along the ridgeline at Moirs Hill Road, which also 
provides primary access to the forestry operations around the Moirs Hill area; 

· A lifestyle settlement along Perry Road, south of Warkworth, comprising approximately 25 
dwellings, the Genesis Aquaculture fish farm, the Honey Centre and a number of smaller 
commercial lifestyle block based operations. Perry Road is a well-established rural-
residential hamlet nestled into the foothills of the surrounding area (refer to Photo 4-5); 

· A low density but evenly distributed pattern of rural dwellings around the Wyllie Road and 
Woodcocks Road area, particularly in proximity to the main roads; and 

· A rural-residential subdivision at Viv Davie-Martin Drive in the vicinity of Falls Road to the 
west of Warkworth. 

 
Photo 4-5: Perry Road 
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The coastal settlement of Mahurangi West is located off Mahurangi West Road, north east of Pūhoi 
and to the west of the existing SH1. The small rural settlement of Ahuroa is located to the north 
west of Pūhoi. 

Individual rural-residential lifestyle properties are also scattered throughout the Project area 
between the more concentrated settlement areas. The nature and scale of these rural-residential 
and lifestyle settlements contribute to the local landscape character and rural amenity of the 
Project area. 

4.1.4 Zoning and planning environment 

The majority of the land within the designation boundary is zoned General Rural under the ACDP. 
Around the southern extent of the indicative alignment near the NGTR, the land is zoned East 
Coast Rural. The indicative alignment crosses the Inland Water (General) zone at several stream 
crossings along its length and extends above land zoned Open Space 1 adjacent to the Pūhoi 
River. Refer to Figure 4-2, which shows the zoning within the designation boundary and within the 
wider Project area. 

Land in the wider Project area outside the designation boundary is zoned Special Zone 14 (Pūhoi 
historic village), Countryside Living Rural at the north western extent of the Pūhoi settlement, 
Open Space 1 (Pūhoi Reserve, Pohuehue Scenic Reserve and Wairere Reserve) and Countryside 
Living Town at Viv Davie-Martin Drive. 

The designation boundary will skirt the edges of several Significant Natural Areas (SNAs) (as 
identified in the ACDP) classified as being of moderate or moderate–high significance adjacent to 
SH1 north of Moirs Hill Road, to the east and west of the existing SH1 at Schedewys Hill, and 
adjacent to the existing SH1 south of Mahurangi West Road. The designation boundary will 
encroach on a small area at the northern extent of the SNA north of Fowler Access Road at the exit 
of the Johnstone’s Hill tunnels and a small area at the western extent of the SNA adjacent to 
Woodcocks Road to the west of Falls Road (refer to Section 4.3.1 for further detail on the SNAs). 

The indicative alignment passes through a number of Scheduled Activity53 areas identified in the 
District Plan. Scheduled Activity 208 extends north from the Pūhoi River up over Moirs Hill and 
west of Pohuehue Scenic Reserve to a point south of Perry Road and Wyllie Road. Scheduled 
Activity 208 allows for the development of approximately 240 new dwellings located in clusters 
over an area of approximately 1,800 ha. Resource consents would need to be obtained from 
Auckland Council prior to the commencement of the development. At the time of writing no such 
applications have been made. 

Scheduled Activities 101 and 152 are shown on Figure 4-2.  

Scheduled Activity 101 refers to the Riverhead, Woodhill, Mahurangi and Mangawhai Forests, 
excluding those areas identified as SNAs and the area within the Coastal Protection Yard. It allows 
for “outdoor recreation, horse trekking, dog sled racing, and motor sports which do not involve the 
                                                
53  Scheduled Activities accommodate or recognise sites where existing or proposed activities can be undertaken 

and which are not provided for by the underlying zoning. These are activities that would not usually be 
permitted within the zone, but can be accommodated under certain circumstances. Scheduling allows the activity 
to occur on a defined site, subject to particular controls, without having to individually zone each area. 
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construction of permanent hardseal track surfaces, and ancillary buildings related to these 
activities, provided they are less than 100m2 gross floor area per activity”54.  

Scheduled Activity 152 refers to the Woodhill, Riverhead, Mahurangi, Ararimu and Topuni Forests, 
excluding any areas identified as SNAs and any area within a Shoreline Yard. It allows for 
“quarrying, for the purpose of winning and/or processing of minerals, rock, sand, gravel or clay 
occurring naturally in the vicinity”55, subject to conditions. 

                                                
54  Auckland Council District Plan (Rodney Section) 2011, Chapter 14, page 10 
55  Auckland Council District Plan (Rodney Section) 2011, Chapter 14, page 50 
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Figure 4-2: Auckland Council District Plan zoning and special features 
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The indicative alignment passes through an area of Coastal Marine Area (CMA) identified as CPA 
(75c–h) ‘Pūhoi Estuary’. Further detail on the Pūhoi Estuary is provided in Section 4.2.6 of this 
report. 

The proposed designation boundary includes two areas of land administered by the Department of 
Conservation (DoC). The Okahu Creek Scenic Reserve (DoC 262) sits to the west of the existing 
SH1. The other area of DoC land is contiguous and forms part of a riparian margin along the Pūhoi 
River, being the Hikauae Creek Marginal Strip (DoC 428). These two areas are zoned Open Space 
1 in the ACDP. 

The Project will extend through two Outstanding Natural Landscapes (ONL) - West Mahurangi 
Harbour (43) and Mahurangi – Waiwera (44) as defined in Proposed Change 8 to the ARPS. 
Further detail on these ONLs is provided in Section 4.3.1 of this AEE. 

4.1.5 Consented activities and resource use 

Consents for a range of activities have been granted under the various Plans for land use and 
activities in the wider Project area. These consents are relevant to establishing the existing Project 
environment especially in relation to the assessment of potential surface water and groundwater 
effects (refer to Sections 10, 19 and 21 of this AEE).  

(a) Water takes 

There are currently 11 consented groundwater takes between Pūhoi and Warkworth within 2km of 
the indicative alignment, the majority of which are located around the area to the south of 
Warkworth. These consents provide for water takes for a number of purposes, including irrigation, 
potable, municipal and industrial supplies.  

The recently consented Watercare Services Limited (Watercare) bore at Sanderson Road 
Warkworth (Consent no. 35264) for municipal water supply allows for a take of 6,912m3/day. The 
total consented groundwater allocation between Warkworth and the north of Moirs Hill Road 
(which includes the Watercare take), is 7,972m3/day.  

Consents for surface water takes within the wider Project area outside the designation boundary 
are limited to one permit to take and use water from an unnamed tributary of the Mahurangi River 
(Consent no. 21828 for irrigation of a 1.5ha nursery) and consent for Watercare to take water from 
the Mahurangi River for municipal supply (Consent no. 35555). 

Surface water and groundwater takes for reasonable domestic or stock watering purposes that are 
within permitted activity thresholds and do not require consent are likely to occur throughout the 
wider Project area. 

(b) Other Regional consents 

Other existing regional consents in the wider Project area that are relevant to the description of 
the existing environment include: 

· Watercare consent to discharge partially treated water from the Warkworth Water 
Treatment Plant to the Mahurangi River; 
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· Diversion and discharge of stormwater from the NGTR motorway to the Pūhoi river 
catchment (among others); 

· Diversion and discharge of stormwater from a 16 lot rural-residential subdivision at Moirs 
Hill Road; 

· Discharge of contaminants to air, land or water from the Atlas concrete batching plant 
located in Hudson Road, Warkworth; 

· Consents associated with the construction and operation of a heliport facility located at the 
intersection of Kaipara Flats Road and SH1; 

· Discharge of treated winery wastewater to ground on-site at Ransom Wines at Valerie 
Close, Warkworth; and  

· Earthworks for the purpose of constructing vehicle tracks within forestry land. 

(c) District Consents 

A resource consent has been granted for a walkway that passes out of the Pūhoi Pioneer Memorial 
Park and up the hill to the north onto the unformed Cooks Road. Cooks Road is unformed, but 
used for forestry activities and has a vehicle track formed on it alongside the path used for 
walking.  

A number of small residential and rural residential subdivision consents have been granted by 
Auckland Council in the wider Project area in recent years. The consents are largely clustered in 
the following areas: 

· Krippner Road west of Pūhoi; 
· Moirs Hill Road;  
· The western side of Warkworth around Woodcocks Road; 
· Kaipara Flats Road; 
· Eastern Beach suburbs of Snells Beach and Algies Bay; and  
· Cowan Bay Road, north of Pohuehue. 

A number of these consents have been, or are currently being implemented. 

4.1.6 Transport infrastructure 

Transport infrastructure within the Project area includes the existing State Highways 1 and 16, the 
Hibiscus Coast Highway and the local road network. The North Auckland Railway Line (NAL) is 
located well west of the Project. 

A description of the existing SH1 and SH16 is provided in Section 2.1.1 of this AEE and is not 
repeated below.  

(a) Hibiscus Coast Highway 

The Hibiscus Coast Highway is the old SH1 route through Orewa, which was bypassed by the 
NGTR. It currently connects with SH1 immediately north of the northern portals of the Johnstone’s 
Hill tunnels and provides a free alternative route to the NGTR. The Hibiscus Coast Highway is 
managed by Auckland Transport. 
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(b) Local roads 

Auckland Transport administers the local roads within the Project area. All formed and unformed 
public roads in the Rodney Section of the Auckland District Plan are designated (refer ACDP 
Chapter 15 Existing Roads and Railway Designations).  

The existing SH1 intersects with the following local formed roads between the Johnstone’s Hill 
tunnels and Warkworth as shown on Figure 4-3: 

· Billing Road; 
· Pūhoi Road; 
· Hungry Creek Road; 
· Mahurangi West Road; 
· Schollum Access Road; 
· Moirs Hill Road; 
· Cowan Bay Road; 
· Perry Road; 
· Twin Stream Road; 
· Thompson Road; 
· Valerie Close; 
· Toovey Road; 
· Mckinney Road; and 
· Wech Drive. 

These local roads provide access to small towns or settlements such as Pūhoi, Mahurangi West, 
Cowan Bay, Snells Beach, Sandspit, Omaha, Matakana and Kaipara Flats. Local roads also provide 
access to businesses and places of interest to tourists on the scenic Twin Coast Discovery Highway 
route linking Auckland and Northland.  

The roads noted above have generally low traffic volumes and only some have adequate 
acceleration and deceleration lanes where they join SH1, increasing the potential for conflicts 
between local and State highway traffic. 

SH1 intersects with the following local roads within Warkworth itself: 

· Woodcocks Road; 
· Whitaker Road; 
· Shoesmith Street; 
· Hill Street; 
· Sandspit Road; and 
· Hudson Road. 
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Photo 4-6: Warkworth - Sandspit Road (Hill Street) intersection with SH1 

The Hill Street intersection in particular is a key constraint in the current road network (refer to 
Photo 4-6).56 This intersection caters for SH1 through traffic, provides access to the eastern beach 
communities, and also provides access from the north to Warkworth town centre. NZTA and 
Auckland Transport have a combined project looking to improve the SH1 intersections in the town. 
As part of that combined project a contract was recently let to upgrade Hudson Road. The 
combined project includes improving the SH1 connections with Hill Street and McKinney Road. The 
Woodcocks Road and SH1, Whitaker Road and SH1 intersection improvements were completed at 
the end of 2010 

 

                                                
56 Refer to Section 3 of the Transportation and Traffic Assessment Report. 
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Figure 4-3: Local roads intersecting with SH1 between Pūhoi and Warkworth 
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(c) North Auckland Railway Line 

The NAL extends from a junction with the North Island Main Trunk Railway in South Auckland to 
Otiria in Northland. The NAL runs through Ahuroa, Woodcocks and Kaipara Flats well to the west 
of the Project, and does not provide direct rail transport to Warkworth.  

The NAL carries approximately 3% of the total freight market between the Auckland and Northland 
Regions. The line was closed to dedicated passenger services in the mid-1960s, at which time, 
passenger carriages were attached to freight trains. These services ran until the mid-1970s. Rail 
passenger services on the Auckland Western Line commuter service currently extend only as far as 
Waitakere Station.  

4.1.7 Utilities and services 

The following network utilities and services infrastructure are located in the Project area, some of 
which will need to be protected and/or relocated for the Project as follows: 

· Watercare provides reticulated water supplies to the Warkworth township, however 
outside the Warkworth urban area, houses rely on independent water supply (mostly roof 
or bore). 

· Chorus NZ Ltd has an underground copper cable and high capacity fibre optic cable 
network located in the western verge of the existing SH1 at the southern tie-in and will be 
relocated as part of the Project. At the northern tie-in with SH1 the Chorus cable network 
is located in the western verge of SH1 and will also be relocated. The copper network may 
be affected by construction activities on local roads, such as Moirs Hill Road and Wyllie 
Road, where it will be relocated. Residential properties along the indicative alignment that 
will be acquired by the NZTA will also require overhead cable disconnections. 

· A Telstra Clear Ltd fibre optic cable network is located in the same underground 
infrastructure trench as the Chorus NZ Ltd copper cable and will be affected at both the 
Project’s southern and northern tie-ins with the current SH1. 

· Vector Limited has an extensive network of 11kv and 415kv overhead cables located along 
the current SH1 and local access roads. Overhead cable relocations at both the Project’s 
southern and northern tie-ins with the current SH1 and local road crossings will be 
necessary. Residential properties along the indicative alignment acquired by the NZTA will 
also require overhead cable disconnections. 

· Vector’s Northland High Pressure Gas transmission main extends from north of Wellsford 
to south of Pūhoi. The 50mm diameter branch of the high pressure transmission main that 
crosses under Wyllie Road, to service Warkworth, will require a local relocation as part of 
the Project. 

The Project area also contains a number of other utilities such as local telecommunications and 
electrical supply infrastructure providing smaller connections. These utilities will be managed to 
maintain supply during Project construction. 
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4.1.8 Existing noise environment 

Ambient noise levels in the Project area are relatively low in most locations due to the absence of 
major local roads and industry57. Noise levels range from relatively noisy beside the existing SH1 to 
relatively quiet in places such as Pūhoi Village and areas to the west of Warkworth, which are 
located further from the existing SH1. Noise from the existing SH1 is not generally audible in Pūhoi 
Village. However, it is audible at rural-residential developments to the east of Pūhoi, such as Pūhoi 
Close. 

The Noise team measured background noise levels at various dwellings adjacent to the indicative 
alignment. Noise levels ranged from 40dB LAeq in rural areas to 73dB LAeq adjacent to SH1. Refer to 
Table 1 in Section 2.2 of the Construction Noise Assessment Report for monitoring results. 

4.1.9 Cultural environment 

Hōkai Nuku was formed between the mana whenua of the Project land in the wider Project area to 
provide cultural advice to the NZTA on the Project. The group comprises five Ngāti Whātua Iwi, 
Ngāti Mauku/Ngāti Kauwae, Ngāti Rango and Ngāti Manuhiri with the support of Ngāti Paoa. 

The cultural values pertaining to the wider Project area and environment have been identified by 
Hōkai Nuku in the Cultural Effects Assessment prepared for the Project.58 Key concepts relating to 
cultural values are: 

· Mauri – All elements of the natural environment, including people, possess mauri (life 
force) and all forms of life are related. The interconnectedness of all things means that the 
wellbeing of any part of the environment will directly impact on the wellbeing of the 
people. The primary objective of Māori environmental management is to maintain the 
integrity of mauri and the interconnectedness of all forms of life. 

· Kaitiakitanga – Māori therefore, have an obligation to protect and enhance the mauri of 
all natural resources, for the benefit of themselves, other people living in their homeland 
and for future generations. 

· Ki uta, ki tai (from inland to the sea) – The mauri of the waterways is also viewed 
holistically and includes from the source of the waterway (mountains, springs and 
wetlands) to the sea. This reinforces the view that activities upstream also impact on the 
well-being of the river downstream and aligns with the integrated management of 
catchments. Hōkai Nuku also note the hierarchy of water use values – first to sustain the 
waterway itself, then to sustain human life and lastly for stock and commercial activities. 

· Hauhake, Kohikohi (harvest and gather) – the use of flora and fauna to sustain the 
people. The value Hōkai Nuku place on the environment is not only based on its ‘existence’ 
and desires to ’preserve’ it, but also on its ‘use’ to Māori and its ability to sustain te tangata 
(the people). For example many of the areas impacted by the Project would have been 

                                                
57  As determined through noise level surveys and computer noise modelling of the existing situation undertaken for 

the Construction (Section 2) and Operational (Section 5) Noise Assessment Reports. 
58   Refer to Section 2 of the Hōkai Nuku Cultural Effects Assessment. 
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used for food foraging, harvesting and collecting of rongoa (traditional medicines), among 
other activities, and one of the aspirations of Hōkai Nuku is to regenerate their whenua 
(land) to a state where these activities may once again be viable. 

The Cultural Effects Assessment identifies specific places of significance to iwi (Ngāti Wai and Ngāti 
Whātua) and hapu (Ngāti Manuhiri, Ngāti Mauku, Ngāti Kauwae and Ngāti Rongo), as well as 
principles relating to mana tangata (including authority, whakapapa and whanaungatanga), mana 
whenua (culturally important links to the physical landscape and features), and uptake (historical 
and contemporary issues relating to the areas, and future aspirations of iwi and hapu). 

Specific areas and features of cultural significance in the Project area:59 

· Te Pā o Te Hēmara Tauhia and a previously unrecorded pā site (which collectively are 
referred to as Ngā Pā o Te Hēmara Tauhia, par of which is shown in Photo 4-7); 

· Te Koroto (an island in the Waiwera River); 
· Te Huarahi o Kahumatamoemoe (a traditional route between the east and west coasts); 
· Pohuehue – Nohonga and Scenic Reserve; 
· Te Awa Pūhoi (Pūhoi River); 
· Waihe (Mahurangi River and Harbour); 
· Punaha Taupuhi Kaiao Taketake (indigenous ecosystems – flora and fauna); and 
· Ahuahu (earthworks). 

 

Photo 4-7: Large terrace of the rediscovered pā 

                                                
59 Refer to Section 3 of the Hōkai Nuku Cultural Effects Assessment. 
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4.1.10 Archaeological heritage environment 

Section 5 of the Heritage Assessment Report has identified 24 recorded heritage sites within the 
wider Project area (see Figure 4-4 to Figure 4-10). A full description of these features and the 
history of settlement in the Project area are provided in Section 16 of this report. Most of the 
Project area consists of sparsely populated rural land, which has little known history of 
concentrated settlement or human activity. As a result, the Heritage team has identified relatively 
few historic heritage buildings in the vicinity of the indicative alignment. Of the 24 sites identified, 
three are historic buildings and 11 are archaeological sites. The remaining nine are the remnants 
of former World War II US military camps established between 1942 and 1944, where American 
military personnel carried out exercises before being sent to the Pacific War campaigns. 

The heritage sites are generally spread out along the length of the Project alignment. However, 
two main clusters are apparent. The first cluster is located around Pūhoi Village, where the sites 
relate to both ‘pre-contact’ Maori and early European settlement. The second cluster is along the 
Right Branch of the Mahurangi River where the World War II military camps are located. 

The Titford buildings, Te Pā o Te Hēmara Tauhia, two platforms and midden areas that overlook 
the existing SH1 just to the north of the Johnstone’s Hill tunnels within Pt Lot 1 DP 55676 fall 
within the proposed designation. The previously unrecorded pā site is located close to Billing Road 
on the Straka property. It overlooks the estuary and Te Pā o Te Hēmara Tauhia to the south and 
the Pūhoi Estuary to the east. The indicative alignment has been designed to avoid the previously 
unrecorded pā site, although the pā environs will fall within the proposed designation. Three 
(possibly four) of the World War II military camps near Warkworth are located within the proposed 
designation.  

The actual and potential effects of the Project on heritage within the Project area are assessed in 
Section 6 of the Heritage Assessment Report. 

Refer to Figure 4-4 for the location of the heritage and archaeological sites in relation to the 
indicative alignment and the designation boundary. Figure 4-5 to Figure 4-10 show the location of 
these sites and other environmental and social features by Sector. 
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Figure 4-4: Environmental and social features 
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Figure 4-5: Environmental and social features - Pūhoi Sector  
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Figure 4-6: Environmental and social features - Hungry Creek Sector  
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Figure 4-7: Environmental and social features - Schedewys Hill Sector  
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Figure 4-8: Environmental and social features - Moirs Hill Road Sector  
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Figure 4-9: Environmental and social features - Perry Road Sector  
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Figure 4-10: Environmental and social features - Carran Road Sector  
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4.2 Natural environment 

4.2.1 Vegetation and land cover 

Historically, the Project area was almost entirely covered with broadleaf and podocarp forest. The 
upland slopes of the hill country were dominated by kauri, rimu, mountain totara, tawa, taraire, 
towai, quintinia, tawari and toro. The mid-slopes were colonised mainly by rimu, miro, totara, 
northern rata, tawa, taraire, kohekohe and nikau. Kahikatea, matai, puriri and puketea were 
associated with lower slopes and the deeper alluvial soils of valley floors. 

Widespread felling of almost all kauri and areas of podocarp forest for timber and further clearance 
for kauri gum pursuits changed the predominant land cover to pasture following European 
settlement. Remnant pockets of native vegetation, though comparatively small and fragmented, 
remain throughout the area (as shown in Photo 4-8). Notable stands of vegetation are present 
around the Moirs Hill area. Regenerating bush is widespread, particularly mixed with exotic scrub 
around the edges of forestry, riparian areas, damp gullies and abandoned pasture within more hilly 
country. Scattered native specimen trees are frequent throughout areas of pasture in association 
with exotic tree species.  

 

Photo 4-8: Remnant native vegetation near Perry Road and Wyllie Road 

Plantation pine forestry is the dominant vegetation type across much of the hill country through 
which the indicative alignment extends. A small pocket of native mistletoe is located in a stand of 
trees opposite the SH1/Mahurangi West Road intersection. A regionally rare native orchid is known 
to exist on land to the south of Perry Road. 
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Refer to Section 2 of the Landscape and Visual Assessment Report and Section 4.1 of the 
Terrestrial Ecology Assessment Report for further detail on the vegetation and land cover in the 
Project area.  

4.2.2 Hydrological catchments 

The Project traverses two major hydrological catchments: the Pūhoi and the Mahurangi. Moirs Hill 
Road represents the catchment divide. The Pūhoi River discharges into the Hauraki Gulf through 
the Pūhoi estuary, an extended shallow mangrove estuary. The Mahurangi River discharges into 
the Hauraki Gulf via the Mahurangi Harbour. The catchments are shown on Figure 4-11. 

Notably, the catchments that lie east of the Project and drain directly to the Mahurangi catchment 
(namely the Te Muri Beach, Pukapuka Inlet and Western Shore Upper catchments) do not extend 
to the Project area, as shown on Figure 4-11. Therefore, any water derived from the proposed 
designation runs ultimately to either the Pūhoi River or Mahurangi River. As such, the hydraulic 
pathways for any effects of the Project upon the ultimate marine receiving environment are 
relatively lengthy and well defined. 

The Pūhoi and Mahurangi catchments contain a number of permanent and intermittent 
watercourses that intersect the indicative alignment. Further information on each of the main 
catchments is provided below. 

(a) Pūhoi catchment 

The Pūhoi catchment covers a total area of 5,643ha, of which 306ha (approximately 5%) will be 
within the proposed designation boundary. The catchment is characterised by moderate and steep 
slopes, largely occupied with plantation forestry and pastoral farming. Pūhoi Village, along with 
some discrete patches of residential settlement, are present within the catchment. 

The catchment boundaries coincide with Tolhopf Road in the west and the low hill country to the 
south of Pūhoi around Fiddler Hill and Noakes Hill and fall to the tidal estuary of the Pūhoi River. 
The tidal confluence reaches up into Pūhoi Village; however, the tidal range is small.  

Rolling to very steep pasture landscapes occur on steep coastal margins and headlands associated 
with the Pūhoi River and estuary. Upper estuarine areas include mudflats, mangroves and pastured 
river flats to the east of the existing SH1. The remainder of the catchment typically comprises 
steep to very steep ridges and hill slopes with very little flat or gently-sloping terrain. 

The Project will cross the Hikauae Creek, a major sub-catchment of the Pūhoi catchment. 

(b) Mahurangi catchment 

The Mahurangi River catchment covers a total area of approximately 5,742ha, of which 369ha 
(approximately 6%) will be within the proposed designation boundary. The headwaters of the 
Mahurangi River Right Branch are on the northern slopes of Moirs Hill. The Left Branch originates 
from the southern slopes of The Dome further to the north and beyond the Project area. The 
Mahurangi River mainstem forms to the west of Warkworth in the vicinity of Falls Road with the 
confluence of the Left and Right Branches and flows through the town before entering the estuary 
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and ultimately discharging into the Mahurangi Harbour. A number of smaller streams and 
watercourses within the catchment discharge into the Mahurangi River or directly into the Harbour. 

Rural production and pastoral farming occupies the majority of the Mahurangi River catchment. 
Most of the remainder of the catchment is covered with native forest or production forestry. 
Indigenous forest is present around the Right Branch of the Mahurangi River and north of 
Schedewys Hill, changing to pastoral farmland where the topography flattens out to the west of 
Warkworth. 

The Mahurangi River catchment is noted as a source of potable water in the ARPS and the 
Mahurangi River is identified as a High Use Stream Management Area in the ARP:ALW. The 
catchment is currently under pressure from demand and use of water, and existing water quality 
indicates elevated turbidity and levels of some nutrients. Sediment accumulation in the Mahurangi 
catchment has impacted on the quality of the Harbour and the Mahurangi River, and has been 
linked to deforestation, pastoral farming, development and land use intensification.60 

North of Moirs Hill Road, the Project will cross numerous steeply incised gullies. North of Perry 
Road, the valleys become undulating with tributaries flowing to the Right Branch of the Mahurangi 
River. Just north of Woodcocks Road, the indicative alignment crosses the Left Branch of the 
Mahurangi River and a further series of gentler valleys and streams drain to the Left Branch of the 
Mahurangi River. 

                                                
60  Mahurangi Action Plan, 2010. 
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Figure 4-11: Hydrological catchments and Coastal Protection Areas 
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4.2.3 Water quality 

The Mahurangi catchment has been the subject of long-term monitoring and studies. Limited data 
is available for the Pūhoi catchment.  

Water quality from the Mahurangi catchment is generally good. Monitoring results indicate that: 

· Turbidity in both the upper and lower Mahurangi catchment is on average slightly above 
guideline values, indicating elevated total suspended solids and reduced clarity; 

· Nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations are generally within or at guideline values with 
levels higher in the lower catchment than the upper catchment, likely due to surrounding 
land use impacts;  

· Water quality appears to be suitable for the protection of aquatic ecosystems and also for 
uses such as stock watering, irrigation and aquaculture; and 

· Microbiological contamination exists in the lower reaches that would affect contact 
recreation.  

Based on the data gathered for the Project, there do not appear to be notable differences between 
the water quality of the Pūhoi and Mahurangi catchments.  

Further detail regarding water quality within the Pūhoi and Mahurangi catchments is provided in 
Section 3.6 of the Construction Water Assessment Report and Section 4.4 of the Operational Water 
Assessment Report. Initiatives between users of the Mahurangi catchment and Auckland Council 
regarding improving water quality have culminated in the production of the Mahurangi Action Plan, 
which is considered in Section 30.3.6 of this AEE. 

4.2.4 Terrestrial ecology 

A description of the flora and vegetation within the Project area is provided in Section 4.2.1 of this 
report. 

The Terrestrial Ecology team’s investigations have identified long tail bats, land snails and native 
and exotic lizards within the Project area in addition to a range of bird species. In addition to 
desktop analysis, the Terrestrial Ecology team undertook a number of field surveys for the Project 
to collect information on the existing environment with regard to terrestrial ecology in the Project 
area. The terrestrial and wetland vegetation sites surveyed are shown in Figure 4-12 and Figure 
4-13. A detailed explanation of the methodology and description of the results of the survey are 
provided in Sections 3 and 4 of the Terrestrial Ecology Assessment Report.  
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Figure 4-12: Assessed terrestrial sites 
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Figure 4-13: Assessed wetland sites 
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The Project area falls within the Rodney Ecological District. At least six species of native lizard are 
known to occur within the Rodney Ecological District, and may occur within areas of potential 
habitat along the indicative alignment. Of these six species, four are recognised as ‘At Risk’ under 
the New Zealand Threat Classification System. During the surveys undertaken for the Project, only 
native copper skinks (refer Photo 4–9) and forest geckos, and introduced rainbow skinks (classified 
as an ‘Unwanted Organism’61) were found. 

 

Photo 4-9: Copper skink 

Surveys undertaken within the wider Project area have recorded 38 terrestrial bird species. These 
species are predominantly common endemic, native and introduced birds that also occur widely 
throughout the Auckland Region. Of the species identified, the North Island kaka is classified as 
‘Threatened’ and the NZ pipit and red-crowned parakeet are classified as ‘At Risk’. The kaka and 
red-crowned parakeet are likely to visit the pine plantation and remnant native habitats along the 
indicative alignment, although probably more likely to frequent larger tracts of native bush nearby. 

A number of wetland birds, including three ‘At Risk’ species, marsh crake, spotless crake and 
fernbird are known to exist within the Project area. 

Native long-tailed bats have been detected in the large pine plantation around Moirs Hill and the 
native forest remnants north of it around Perry Road (refer to Figure 4-4 to Figure 4-10). Long-
tailed bats are classified as ‘Nationally Vulnerable’ in the North Island and are at risk of becoming 
extinct in the wild.  

                                                
61  Biosecurity Act 1993. 
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The Rodney Ecological District is home to a large diversity of land snails, including the larger kauri 
snail (Paryphanta busbyi) and smaller Rhytid snails (Rhytida spp.), both of which are classified as 
‘At Risk – Declining’ by the New Zealand Threat Classification System. The Terrestrial Ecology team 
did not encounter any species of land snails during the surveys undertaken for the Project.  

Frog surveys undertaken for the Project did not identify any native Hochstetter’s frogs at any of 
the sample sites. 

4.2.5 Freshwater aquatic ecology 

The Project requires 22 crossings of permanent and intermittent watercourses, which are typical of 
those in the Auckland Region and reflect the land uses within the Pūhoi and Mahurangi catchments 
and their sub-catchments. These streams contain a paucity of aquatic plants, macroinvertebrates 
and fish species. The Okahu Inlet and Pūhoi River are addressed in the Marine Ecology Assessment 
Report and Section 12 of this AEE. 

The Freshwater Ecology team has undertaken surveys of representative watercourses for the 
Project. Detailed information regarding the description of aquatic environments in the Project area 
is provided in Section 5 of the Freshwater Ecology Assessment Report. The main areas of potential 
aquatic habitat are described below. 

South of the Pūhoi River main-stem, two intermittent watercourses drain small catchments of open 
pasture. Small wetlands formed at the lower extent of these watercourses retain some permanent 
aquatic habitat. North of the Pūhoi River, several small tributaries of the Hikauae Creek drain the 
forestry plantation block to the east. Waterways within the forestry plantations are typically small, 
soft-bottomed and densely overgrown by weeds and scrub vegetation beneath young pine trees. 
Most of these watercourses are considered to be intermittent.  

The Hikauae Creek main-stem is considered to provide an important corridor for fish passage to 
upstream habitats. The main-stem and a small tributary at Site P10 (refer to Figure 4-14 for 
locations and descriptions of survey sites) within the farmland south of Schedewys Hill provide 
habitat for a range of fish species, including banded kokopu, as well as Cran’s bully, inanga and 
shortfin eel, an abundance of koura and a moderate diversity of macroinvertebrates.  
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Note P = Pūhoi catchment and M = Mahurangi catchment 

Figure 4-14: Assessed freshwater sites 
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The Project will require stream crossings within forestry blocks in the Mahurangi catchment. 

Tributaries of the Mahurangi River Right Branch to the southwest and west of Perry Road have 
retained a ribbon of native riparian vegetation that provides shade for aquatic habitats. A large 
tributary of the Right Branch at Site M16 (refer to Figure 4-14) is a high quality freshwater 
environment that provides habitat for several fish and invertebrate species. A smaller tributary of 
the Right Branch at site M19 close to the Genesis Aquaculture facility provides habitat for a similar 
diversity of species, despite catchment modifications and land use changes (including vegetation 
removal and pastoral intensification) affecting some aspects of the watercourse. 

Between Wyllie Road and Woodcocks Road, a tributary of the Mahurangi River Left Branch (Site 
M22) drains a predominantly rural catchment. Catchment modifications have adversely affected 
many components of the stream, resulting in a relatively poor quality freshwater habitat. 

Surveys of the Mahurangi River Left Branch (Site M24) recorded shortfin eel, common bully, 
inanga, koura and freshwater mussels. The Freshwater Ecology team’s assessment of this section 
gave an overall indication of a fair quality habitat. This section of the Left Branch functions as a 
pathway for upstream migrating fish such as shortfin and longfin eels and banded kokopu. 

4.2.6 Marine ecology 

(a) Okahu Inlet and the Pūhoi River and Estuary 

The Auckland Council’s State of Auckland Marine Report Card system monitors water quality, 
ecological health and contaminants in sediments and attributes grades from A to F for each of 
these variables (A being the highest and F being the lowest), and an overall grade for the area 
monitored.  

The Pūhoi Estuary has been given an overall ecological health grade of C, while the marine report 
card for the Pūhoi Region attributes an overall grade of B. Sediment quality sampling of three sites 
in the Pūhoi Estuary by Auckland Council in 2010 identified very low contaminant concentrations. 
Subsequent sediment sampling undertaken for the Project in 2013 also indicated that contaminant 
results are below relevant thresholds. Water quality for the wider Warkworth/Wellsford Coast, in 
which the Pūhoi Estuary is located, has been ranked as ‘good’62. Further information regarding the 
ecological values of the Pūhoi Estuary is provided in Section 3.2 of the Marine Ecology Assessment 
Report. 

The ARP:C identifies Okahu Inlet (referred to in the ARP:C as Okahu Creek) as CPA (75g) and the 
Pūhoi River and Estuary as CPAs (75c–h) (refer to Figure 4-11). 

The ARP:C’s wider description of the Pūhoi River and Estuary, including Okahu Inlet, states: 

This area is characterised by a considerable variety of intertidal substrates which together 
form a complex array of habitats which support a variety of animals and plant communities. 

The intertidal flats within the Pūhoi estuary (75c) are used as feeding grounds by a variety of 
birds, many of which use this area as a stepping stone in their travels. 

                                                
62  Refer to Section 3.2 of the Marine Ecology Assessment Report  
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The saline vegetation areas in the Pūhoi estuary are more substantial and are some of the 
best in the district (75d-h). 

These too are inhabited by a variety of secretive coastal fringe birds particularly where habitat 
quality is enhanced by the adjoining terrestrial vegetation which provides shelter for the birds 
and offers potential nesting sites.63 

In addition to the CPA classifications, DoC has identified the Pūhoi Estuary as one of 62 ASCVs in 
the Auckland Region. 

The lower half of Okahu Inlet is vegetated with rushes. Mangroves are common further towards 
the existing SH1. Mud crabs and large mud snails are also common. Estuarine birds present in the 
Inlet include banded rail, pukeko and NZ kingfisher. 

 

Photo 4-10: Okahu Inlet and Pūhoi Estuary 

The main channel of the Pūhoi River has a typical soft mud substrate and contains mangroves and 
native riparian vegetation on its southern bank with flax on its northern bank. There are occasional 
rushes, saltmarsh ribbonwood bushes and Mercer grass. Downstream from the bridge on the SH1 
side there is a large area consisting predominantly of willows and giant reed, and a smaller area of 
rushes surrounded by marsh ribbonwood, manuka, flax and pampas. The river channel provides 
good habitat for banded rail and both NZ kingfisher and pied shag were recorded by the Terrestrial 
Ecology team roosting in a dead riparian tree upstream from the SH1 bridge. Mud crabs are 
common in the Pūhoi River. 
                                                
63  Auckland Council Regional Plan: Coastal, 2004, Schedule 3-18. 
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The lower reaches of the Pūhoi Estuary are dominated by extensive intertidal flats fringed by 
mangroves and patches of saltmarsh. Towards the upper reaches, where the intertidal flats are 
relatively high and expansive, dense mangrove stands are present and continue upstream into the 
Pūhoi River.64 

Marine invertebrates in the Pūhoi Estuary are dominated by corphidae, Capitella spp. and 
oligochaetes and pipi. Sites of sandy intertidal flats with some mud toward the central part of the 
estuary contained the highest species richness. Mud crabs are reported to be common within the 
main channel of the river. Sites toward the mouth of the estuary show more variability in 
community composition over time than sites higher up the estuary. Although some surveys have 
reported low diversity and richness of benthic invertebrates within the Pūhoi Estuary in comparison 
to samples collected at other estuaries, the Marine Ecology team considers that the community 
composition is characteristic of upper estuary mudflats with low inundation time and low current 
within a mature estuary.65 

It is likely that the Pūhoi Estuary provides habitat for fish species when inundated at high tide, due 
to the presence of large stands of mangroves. Typical species using this kind of habitat include 
sand and yellow-belly flounder and snapper. In fish surveys undertaken in comparable mangrove 
habitat in the Mahurangi Harbour in 2005, NIWA identified yellow-eyed mullet as the most 
abundant fish, in addition to juvenile short-finned eels, parore and grey mullet.66 It is likely that 
these species are also present within the Pūhoi Estuary at various times. It is expected that 
stingrays may use the Pūhoi Estuary as a feeding ground during high tide, given that the extensive 
intertidal flats provide suitable foraging habitat. The intertidal flats also provide foraging habitat for 
a variety of wading and migratory birds. The Marine Ecology team considers the estuary to be a 
potential transitory habitat for migratory birds.67 

Surveys undertaken by the Terrestrial Ecology team recorded the presence of mallard, pukeko, 
kingfisher, welcome swallow and pied shags upstream and downstream of the SH1 bridge over the 
Pūhoi River. NZ kingfisher, pied stilt, variable oystercatcher, Caspian tern and red-billed gull were 
also observed during marine field surveys undertaken for the Project. 

(b) Mahurangi Harbour 

Auckland Council undertakes long-term monitoring of marine water quality in the Mahurangi 
Harbour. In 2012 the Council ranked the overall water quality of the Mahurangi Harbour as 
‘excellent’68 and it has shown signs of improvement over time (up to 2012). Contaminant 
concentrations in sediment are low and below effects thresholds at all but two of the sites 
surveyed. Copper concentrations at Vialls Landing and Jamiesons Bay were in the amber range of 
Auckland Council’s Environmental Response Criteria. Contamination of estuarine sediments at 
these sites is likely due to anti-fouling of boat hulls arising from current and historic boat-related 
activities.  

                                                
64  Refer to Section 3.1.1 of the Marine Ecology Assessment Report. 
65  Refer to Section 3.2.5 of the Marine Eclogy Assessment Report. 
66  Refer to Section 3.2.6 of the Marine Ecology Assessment Report. 
67  Refer to Section 3.2.8 of the Marine Ecology Assessment Report. 
68  Refer to Section 3.1 of the Marine Ecology Assessment Report 
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The Mahurangi Harbour is identified as ASCV 24 and listed in the ARP:C as CPA (76a-p) ‘Mahurangi 
Harbour’. It has been given an overall grade of B, with water and sediment quality achieving a high 
grade of A, and ecological values graded C. The upper estuary and upper reaches of the inlets 
provide habitat for dense stands of mangroves, with some patches of seagrass identified in a 
number of inlets in the middle to lower reaches. Seagrass beds provide important nursery habitat 
for juvenile fish and benthic macrofauna. 

Benthic invertebrate community composition in the Mahurangi Harbour is dominated by bivalves 
and polychaetes. Horse mussels have declined in abundance in subtidal sites over the past two 
years69 (up to 2012). The Mahurangi Harbour is also a regionally important centre for oyster 
faming, with several aquaculture farms established in the 1970s in the embayments of the 
Mahurangi Harbour. 

A range of fish species are known to use the harbour, the most common being exquisite gobies, 
snapper, yellow-eyed mullet, anchovy, jack mackerel, red mullet and mottled triple-fin. Refer to 
Section 3 of the Marine Ecology Assessment Report for further information on fish species present 
in the Mahurangi Harbour.  

The Mahurangi Harbour is likely to provide breeding, feeding or resting habitat for a number of 
coastal bird species. Among those species whose primary habitat may include the coastal and 
estuarine areas of the Mahurangi Harbour are the following species: 

· Banded dotterel; 
· Banded rail; 
· Black-backed gull; 
· Caspian tern; 
· Eastern bar-tailed godwit; 
· Northern NZ dotterel; 
· Red-billed gull; 
· Reef heron; 
· Royal spoonbill; 
· Variable oystercatcher; 
· White-faced heron; 
· White-fronted tern; and 
· Wrybill. 

Of those listed above, the banded dotterel, Caspian tern, northern NZ dotterel, red-billed gull, reef 
heron and wrybill are classified as Nationally Vulnerable70.  

A number of other species for whom coastal and estuarine areas are a secondary habitat and 
which may be present in the Mahurangi Harbour are listed in Section 3 of the Marine Ecology 
Assessment Report. 

                                                
69  Refer to Section 3.1.7 of the Marine Ecology Assessment Report.  
70  Refer to Section 3 of the Marine Ecology Assessment Report. 
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4.3 Physical environment 

4.3.1 Topography and landscape 

The Project area is largely characterised by low open undulating hill country in the north, and 
steeper rolling hill country with distinctive complex incised landforms of interconnected ridge and 
valley systems in the central and southern parts. 

Pūhoi is situated at a low elevation within the Pūhoi River Valley. Generally, the topography to the 
north and west of Pūhoi rises steeply to several prominent landforms in the area including The 
Crag, Schedewys Hill (see Photo 4-11below), Windy Ridge and Moirs Hill.  

The topography immediately south of Warkworth is generally flatter and lower in elevation. 
Warkworth is situated on low hills and ridges and framed to the west (Falls Road) by a low ridge 
and to the east by the Mahurangi River and Mahurangi Harbour.  

The extensive network of rivers and streams throughout the area reflects the relative complexity of 
the landform along much of the indicative alignment. Refer to Figure 4-15 for the topography of 
the Project area. 

 

 

Photo 4-11: Schedewys Hill 
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Figure 4-15: Topography of the Project area  
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ONLs within the Auckland Region are identified by Proposed Change 8 ‘Landscapes’ to the ARPS. 
ONLs relate to aspects including topography, ecology and aesthetic value. A key objective of the 
ARPS is to protect ONLs from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. Section 3 of the 
Landscape and Visual Assessment Report describes the different landscape units and values that 
make up these ONLs.  

The proposed designation only crosses ONLs 43 and 44 (refer to Figure 4-4 for locations). All three 
ONLs are classified as ‘Hill Country’ and all share the same landscape type descriptors, including 
relatively high relief with significant areas of maturing vegetation and a low level of built 
modification. 

A number of locations along the indicative alignment are identified as Significant Natural Areas 
(SNAs) under the ACDP. Although these areas generally coincide with the ONLs noted above, their 
determination is more based on their values as areas of natural habitat for native flora and fauna 
rather than broader landscape values. A detailed description of significant natural landscape 
features is provided in Section 5 of the Landscape and Visual Assessment Report (refer to Figure 
4-4 for the location of the SNAs in the Project area). 

 

Photo 4-12: Pohuehue Scenic Reserve 

The designation boundary will largely avoid the SNAs, passing to the west of most SNAs, including 
the Pohuehue Scenic Reserve (as shown in Photo 4-12), the SNA at Schedewys Hill and south of 
Mahurangi West Road. The designation boundary will extend through a small section of the 
northern extent of the SNA north of Fowler Access Road at the exit of the Johnstone’s Hill tunnels 
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and a small section at the western extent of the SNA adjacent to Woodcocks Road to the west of 
Falls Road. 

4.3.2 Coastal 

(a) Okahu Inlet and the Pūhoi River and Estuary 

Section 3.2 of the Marine Ecology Assessment Report describes Pūhoi Estuary as a highly infilled, 
tidal lagoon with narrow drainage channels intersecting extensive intertidal sand and mud flats 
fringed by dense mangrove stands. A sand barrier has reduced the mouth to a narrow channel, 
which provides protection from the sea and allows little to no ocean waves to enter the estuary. 
The estuary has a high tide surface area of 1.7km2 and a tidal volume of 2.7M m3.  

The upper reaches of the Pūhoi Estuary are characterised by large mudflat and mangrove regions 
and pastured river flats. The mangroves thin out towards the estuary mouth. The estuary has high 
sedimentation rates with deposition occurring mainly along the inland sand barrier and upper 
reaches of the estuary, indicated by the extensive intertidal flats. This mature estuary is described 
as having sandier sediments and a low inundation in the upper reaches compared to lower 
reaches.  

Okahu Inlet is an intertidal area adjacent to the Pūhoi Estuary. It consists of a broad open mudflat 
largely devoid of vegetation in its upper reaches but with a narrow, patchy fringe of manuka and 
maritime vegetation around its grazed-through upper fringes. 

(b) Mahurangi Harbour 

Although not directly affected by the Project, the Mahurangi Harbour is the ultimate receiving 
environment for a number of streams within the Mahurangi River catchment, some of which are 
within the Project area.  

The Mahurangi River is the main tributary of the Mahurangi estuary and harbour; this is a long 
estuary flowing southwards from Warkworth. Several small bays and estuaries are located along 
the sides of the estuary with two larger arms (Pukapuka Inlet and Te Kapa River) to the south.  

The Mahurangi Harbour is a drowned river valley (a former valley inundated by a rise in sea level) 
covering some 24.6km2. It is characterised by large areas of intertidal mudflats and subtidal areas 
present in its middle to lower reaches. A variety of more exposed shores ranging from broad rock 
platforms to small sandy beaches exist outside the mouth of the harbour. Dense mangrove stands 
fringe the tidal flats of the upper estuary and side embayments. The Marine Ecology team has 
noted seagrass patches in the middle to lower reaches of the Harbour. The upper estuary has a 
narrow and shallow tidal creek that extends 6.4km from the town of Warkworth to Hamilton’s 
Landing, near Dawson’s Creek. 

Historical deforestation and land use intensification have led to high sedimentation in the River and 
Harbour. This sedimentation has altered the marine environment and resulted in an increase in the 
extent of intertidal flats and changes in benthic communities.71 

                                                
71  Auckland Regional Council, 2010, Mahurangi Action Plan: A strategic plan for the catchment 2010-2030. 
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4.3.3 Geology  

The geological structure is the dominant mechanism controlling slope stability, and the existing 
topography of the Project area is largely controlled by the underlying geological structure. The 
geology of the Project area is shown in Figure 4-16. 

The geology of the indicative alignment is dominated by sedimentary rocks of the Waitemata 
Group, in particular the alternating layers of sandstone and siltstone of the Pakiri Formation. The 
Pakiri Formation forms the majority of the steep rugged topography found in the Project area. 

The indicative alignment encounters sheared Northland Allochthon mudstone and extensive alluvial 
deposits (clays, sands, silts and gravels) in the low-lying areas around Warkworth. These areas 
were carved out by major rivers and infilled with deep, soft estuarine and alluvial sediments. 

Geological processes have resulted in a complex arrangement and combination of weak to 
moderately strong sandstones and mudstones with large areas of significantly weaker, highly 
sheared mudstones, siltstones, sandstones and limestones of the Northern Allochthon.72  

Thrust faults define many of the boundaries between Pakiri Formation and Northern Allochthon 
sheets.  

The steep terrain along much of the Project alignment results in much of the overlying soils being 
either unstable or highly susceptible to erosion when exposed to certain climatic and ground cover 
conditions. In addition, on the NGTR (immediately south of the Project), ongoing sediment has 
been observed to be generated from exposed cut batters post construction, which is evidenced in 
a number of the operational stormwater ponds and rock lined swales along this section of NGTR. 
The management of these slopes during construction is discussed in Section 6 of the Construction 
Water Assessment Report. Measures to minimise, control and mitigate the generation of sediment 
following construction are identified in the Operational Water Assessment Report. 

Six discrete locations within the designation boundary have been identified as having potential to 
contain acid sulphate soils. Acid sulphate soils are naturally occurring soils rich in iron sulphide 
minerals. The disturbance of acid sulphate soils has the potential to release acid and toxic 
concentrations of metals that, without management, may lead to environmental and infrastructure 
degradation. The presence and extent of acid sulphate soils will be confirmed through further 
investigations at the detailed design stage of the Project. Appropriate management regimes are 
available and, on confirmation of the degree of disturbance a management plan, will be developed 
to manage the potential effects accordingly. 

4.3.4 Regional hydrogeology 

Groundwater in the Pakiri Formation is strongly influenced by incised valleys, with groundwater 
typically being elevated along ridgelines and depressed along valley sides and floors. Perched and 
leaky water tables may be present in the Project area at higher elevations than the local water 
table in discrete localities, reflecting the interbedded nature of the sandstone/siltstone formation 
and the typically low permeability of the siltstones providing the basal layer for perching. 

                                                
72 Refer to Section 3 of the Construction Water Assessment Report 
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Permeability of the Northern Allochthon is typically very low, and groundwater is typically observed 
as a line of seepage or minor springs at geological boundaries between units within the formation. 

The majority of valleys in the Project area have been infilled with deep, soft estuarine and alluvial 
sediments comprising clay, silt, peat and fine sand.  

Overall, the underlying geology of the Project area has resulted in typically low yielding aquifers. 
The exception to this is localised zones of higher yields associated with faulting and the localised 
more gravelly components of the generally silty shallow alluvial deposits infilling valleys.  

A more detailed explanation of the hydraulic parameters for each of the geological units within the 
wider Project area is provided in Section 2.1 of the Hydrogeology Assessment Report. 
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Figure 4-16: Geology of the Project area  
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